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Recycling Program
Up and Running

14049 Scenic Highway, Lookout Mountain, Georgia, 30750

Chattanooga and the Ebola Fray

BY RACHEL BERGMAN
AND RACHEL KELLEY

Student recycling, a project of
the Campus Stewardship Committee (CSC), is back up and running
with its first collection day on Nov.
6.
If students would like to get
involved in recycling, they can
pick up a bag for their dorm room
from CSC in the student senate
office. Bags will be available there
throughout the year during the
office’s regular hours. The bags
will also be available to pick up at
CSC’s booth at Bakertree on Nov. 1
from 12-4; feel free to contact any
CSC member with questions.
CSC is a way to actively practice
stewardship as students at Covenant College. We do not have our
own homes, but we still produce
waste and use electricity, so we
can be in the mindset of caring for
creation and learning for the future.
CSC co-chair Rachel Dance is a
senior Community Development
major. She joined CSC believing
that “stewardship is important
because our resources are a gift;
we are not entitled to what we have
been given… My heart is for the
CSC to be a way to encourage the
student body to be intentional and
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Erlanger Hospital's
New Designs
BY GARRETT SISSON

BY CAROLYN WALTERS

In response to this year’s Ebola
crisis in West Africa, several
Chattanooga area natives have
mobilized to bring aid to affected
countries and stop the further
spread of the virus. Since the Oct.
10 announcement that an American healthcare worker in Texas was
diagnosed with Ebola hemorrhagic
fever, the American public has
grown understandably concerned,
and Chattanooga isn't immune to
that worry. Healthcare workers,

both local and across the country,
are currently being educated in
the protocols for quarantining
and treating an infected person.
This includes holding mandatory
drills to prepare staff for an
emergency. Local lawmakers have
also responded to the news, with
several congressmen from nearby
districts in both Tennessee and
Georgia stating that they are in
favor of a travel ban for countries
currently experiencing widespread
transmission of the disease.
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On March 25, 2014, the Ministry
of Health of Guinea announced
an outbreak of Ebola in four
Southeastern districts of the West
African country. Since then, over
ten thousand cases of the disease
have been identified in eight
different countries. Three of these
countries—Guinea, Sierra Leone,
and Liberia—have experienced
widespread transmission of the disease. So far, nearly five thousand
people have died from Ebola.
Clay Wardlaw is the President
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On Oct. 22, President and CEO
of Erlanger Health System Kevin
Spiegal announced that HKS
Architects and McCarthy Building
Companies Inc. had been selected
to design and build the new
Erlanger Women’s and Children’s
Hospital in downtown Chattanooga.
A hospital planning committee
is hoping the new center will allow
for bigger and more private patient
rooms, as well as more convenient
resources for parents staying
overnight. Early plans for the space
include rooftop gardens and a full
scale steam engine in the lobby.
“What we are really trying to
do is bring this hospital and the
medical care that we provide to our
children to the next level," says
Spiegal, who is just finishing his
first year as CEO.
Erlanger is the third largest
hospital in Tennessee, and though
its T.C. Thompson Children’s
Hospital is already designated
as a “Comprehensive Regional
Pediatric Center” by the Tennessee
Health Board, the building and its
resources themselves are outdated.
Spiegal is confident in the new
federal funds and cuts imple-
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The Purge: Public Library Edition
Since early 2012, library director
Corinne Hill has been purging
books from the Chattanooga public
library. Nearly 140,000 out of
343,683 books have been removed,
which has caused a large controversy within the community.
Before Hill chooses which books
to discard, a computer system
tracks how frequently books circulate. Tossed books are then moved
to the library's basement, and
Friends of the Library, a nonprofit
organization that fundraises and
advocates literacy programs, will
sell the books through the nonprofit
organization or online to World
Books, which Covenant students
can obtain for reasonable prices at
www.worldbooks.com.
Mary Aleta Word, a previous
volunteer for the group, said that
Hill is "destroying the collections

down there. There's no respect for
books whatsoever."
Other Friends of the Library
volunteers recall Hill's initial
takeover. Books were rapidly
vanishing from shelves, so the valuable opportunity to sell worthwhile
art book collections was destroyed.
"The main library's collection
disappeared; all that was left was
the browsing section that was
downstairs,” said Hill's predecessor, David Clapp. “Many things
that didn't depreciate in value were
thrown out."
Hill, who stated that she did not
document which books she purged,
countered that criticism by saying,
"Every library in the country has
had some level of discontent with
regards to weeding collections.
Chattanooga has been behind so we
are a little late to this game, but it

is part of us moving out of the 20th
century."
Hill believes that updating the
library is part of a new national
trend. Library experts across the
board concur, stating that libraries
of the 21st century are evolving.
They are more than rooms and rows
of books - they are fresh, inspiring
meeting places for families and
communities.
Online resources and creative
outlets are essential to societal
growth, and libraries are a major
part of that. Despite change, they
should first and foremost meet
the demands of their community,
according to Loriene Roy, a
professor in the School of Information at the University of Texas at
Austin: "People get concerned with
change. They overlook the fact that
there are other ways to learn."

Erlanger Hospital's New Designs
mented during his time there so
far, as well as the hospital’s recent
recovery from a two-year financial
deficit, and hopes to take advantage
of the city’s current low interest
rates for the building of the new
Women and Children’s space.
The first phase of the project
will be the ambulatory center. The
outpatient building is currently
plotted across the street from
Erlanger’s main building, with
an inpatient hospital built on the
corner of East Third and Hampton.
A bridge over Third Street has
been discussed to connect the two
sections. Meanwhile, the existing
T.C. Thompson Children’s Hospital
will be converted to a stroke and
neuroscience center.
Spiegal wanted the Women
and Children’s Hospital to be

recognized as a new Chattanooga
landmark, on the same level as the
Tennessee Aquarium. To achieve
this, he hired Bruce Komiske, an
internationally seasoned children’s
hospital designer, as the project
executive.
Komiske has spent this last
year in preparation. Twenty-five
companies were interviewed for
consideration, after which the top
two construction and building
design agencies were invited to
Chattanooga to publicly submit
their proposals. The finalists were
then paired into two teams, and
spent a few weeks in the city doing
hands on research to capture what
Komiske called the “essence”
of the city and reflect it in the
architecture.
According to Alan Kohrt, CEO of

BY LINDSAY PACE
Hill's predecessor, David Clapp,
also revised library collections.
Clapp rid shelves of over 33,000
books in order to make room for
reading and a coffee shop. Hill
mirrored Clapp's innovations by
creating room on different floors for
a 3-D printer lab, a youth section
complete with video games, a
children's reading section, and a
music studio. Hill believes that
these additions have aided the
library’s patronage, attracting
national attention. However, Clapp
questions if recent renovations
have attracted guests, since book
loans have decreased in the last
two years.
Hill, like Clapp, believes that
creative ideas help guests stick
around, yet book borrowing has
declined. During Hill's first
year, 93,408 borrowers were

documented. This year, there are
only 79, 238 borrowers, a tentative
number, since some patrons have
not used library cards in two
years. Hill states, however, that
digital circulation increased by 40
percent.
City Auditor Stan Sewell has
criticized the library's book
removal methods saying that the
library should use a careful system
of checks and balances in order
to ensure transparency. Officials
should note which books or
equipment are given or discarded
to Friends of the Library.
Because of the considerable
book disposals, Hill says that she
will get rid of books on a restrictive
basis, which is about 5 percent a
year in order to keep a healthy, tidy
library.

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

T.C. Thompson, the hospital wanted
the public to “take ownership”
of the new children’s center. One
of the ways public interaction
influenced the final choice was the
hospital’s free public reception,
“Reimagining Erlanger,” during
which they revealed the two
contesting designs. This recorded
event was held at the Tennessee
Aquarium on Oct. 7, filled all the
seats, and took time for question
and answer afterwards.
The two selected companies,
HKS and McCarthy, have worked
together before, and both are
veterans worldwide in women
and children’s hospitals. “They
displayed a unique passion both
for Chattanooga and Erlanger that
clearly indicated this project was
not just another commission,”

Komiske says. HKS has been
designing for children’s healthcare
for the last 35 years, and McCarthy
was listed by Modern Healthcare as
the largest healthcare contractor in
America. The builders, using their
team name “Chatalyst,” will base
their work from Atlanta, with much
of the decisions and labor being
done in Chattanooga.
Such a development for
Erlanger has also been recognized
for its potential to transform the
East Third Street block on a wider
level. “It’s dead, other than the
ambulances going in and out,” says
Komiske, who sees the Children’s
Hospital as an important factor in
the city’s relationship with local
businesses.
Alongside the Women and
Children’s center, Komiske and

HKS have presented ideas such as
modernizing the existing medical
offices on the block and bolstering
them with cafes or small retail
outlets. They believe the East Third
Street area could be redesigned
as a “wellness and innovation
district,” which could include
planting more trees, increasing
pedestrian sidewalk space, and
building more apartments, as well
as a new building for the UTC
College of Medicine.
The project is expected to cost
30 million dollars, much of which
will be fundraised by a campaign
Komiske describes as a grassroots
movement: “we will be wanting to
get everyone involved.” The center
is expected to take between five to
seven years to complete.

Faculty Quote of the Week
"This is why I don't have kids. I have my stocks. And the best
thing is that they come already named." - Professor Dodson
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The Verdict
No to Ebola.
Really. No to Ebola.
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Chattanooga and the Ebola Fray
and Chief Operating Officer of
SafetyPlus, LLC, a family-owned
company based here in Chattanooga which specializes in
biological decontamination and
monitoring. SafetyPlus currently
holds the contract to decontaminate
the airplanes that bring Ebolainfected patients to the United
States for treatment. They were
recommended for the contract by
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention as a result of the
company’s strict decontamination
protocols.
The company’s Biological
Emergency Response Team uses
new hydrogen peroxide vapor technology to disinfect areas exposed
to the virus. According to Wardlaw,
this is a proven process, and one
which an “extremely high” virus
kill rate. “If we follow the process,”
Wardlaw said in an interview with
the Chattanooga Times Free Press,
“we will be safe.”
Other Chattanooga natives are
working overseas to aid people currently suffering from the disease.
Early this month, Alexis Decosimo
founded Playing to Live! as a
way to serve the emotional health
of children affected by Ebola.
According to the description on the

project’s website, Playing to Live!
“uses art and play to therapeutically enhance the quality of life for
the children in Ebola clinics and
quarantine centers in Liberia.”
Decosimo is a graduate of The
George Washington University
in Washington, D.C., where she
earned her master’s degree in art
therapy and clinical counseling.
Her passion is to help “children
heal through creativity.” Since the
outbreak, she and the rest of the
Playing to Live! team have created
an educational curriculum for
staff and volunteers focusing on
addressing these elements of the
children’s care. They have also
assembled “comfort kits” filled
with art and craft supplies for each
child served by the program.
Volunteers from the program are
currently working at an Interim
Care Center in Monrovia, Liberia.
The ICC is an isolation center for
children – many of them orphans
– who are suspected of having the
disease. It houses twenty children
at a time for the course of their
mandatory twenty-one day quarantine period. Playing to Live! is
there to provide the children with
“a way to just be a child again even
when facing this real world terror.”

Recycling Program
thoughtful with the decisions we
make.”
The main way that CSC practices
stewardship is recycling. After a
bumpy start, the recycling program
has been launched for the 20142015 school year. This program is
for everyone, because everyone can
recycle; Some have estimated that
as much as 75% of what we throw
away can be recycled. With our
current recycling program through
Santek, there are a variety of materials that Covenant students can
recycle: paper, cardboard, plastic
bottles and caps, and even glass.
That means you can recycle old
notes (even with staples), shipping
boxes, and juice cartons. No sorting
required. Simply put recyclables

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

Playing to Live! is currently
accepting donations, which
can be made at the project’s
website: http://www.rockethub.com/
projects/49268-playing-to-live.
While Decosimo’s program is
focused on aiding individuals
already affected by the disease,
Perry Maddox, another native from
the Chattanooga area is working in
Sierra Leone to prevent the virus
from spreading further. Maddox
is the Chief Operating Officer of
Restless Development, an organization that works to empower young
people in developing countries and
encourage them to be leaders in
their communities.
Restless Development (then
called “Third World Projects”)
was founded in 1985 in the United
Kingdom as a program allowing
youth to volunteer in countries
such as Zimbabwe and India.
Since then, the organization has
expanded to include programs in
ten different countries, including
Sierra Leone. Once news about the
Ebola epidemic became public
knowledge, a recruitment drive
began for volunteers for what the
organization’s website describes
as a “mass mobilization and
awareness-raising campaign.”

These volunteers would travel doorto-door in at-risk communities,
raising awareness about the disease
and training people to properly
identify and quarantine those who
have become infected.
As of Oct. 1, the training of these
outreach interns has been completed and over 300 volunteers are
currently on the ground in Sierra
Leone. According to Maddox,
“they're getting into some communities where no one has heard
of Ebola yet.” By preemptively
educating locals on the disease,
Maddox and Restless Development
hope to curtail the virus’ spread
into currently unaffected areas.
Emotions are currently running
high over concerns about the growing Ebola crisis in Chattanooga.
However, Tennessee Hospital
Association President Craig Becker
urges that people “not succumb to
the fear of the unknown.” Chattanooga natives Alexis Decosimo,
Perry Maddox, and Clay Wardlaw
are currently refusing to do exactly
that, using their various skills,
talents, and companies to aid in the
fight against Ebola.

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

in the bag and place it outside the
door once a week. A Mark 10:45
student will empty the bags into the
large bin behind Mac. Students are
welcome to put recyclables in this
bin at any time, especially large
cardboard waste, provided that they
follow the guidelines for what can
and cannot be recycled.
The most commonly used verse
to support stewardship is Genesis
1:28, “And God blessed them.
And God said to them, ‘Be fruitful
and multiply and fill the earth
and subdue it and have dominion
over the fish of the sea and over
the birds of the heavens and over
every living thing that moves on
the earth.’” CSC believes that as
stewards, we are not called to just

look at the beauty God has made
and make an ultimatum that no one
touch it. We are called to manage
it wisely so we can use it to benefit
all creation, humanity included,
and make sure it is available for
future inhabitants of the earth.
Recycling is not the only function of CSC. Dance explains, “Some
aspects of CSC are action-oriented,
such as our recycling program or
Project Clean Plate, while we also
seek to provide opportunities for
thoughtful dialogue following panel
discussions or educational documentaries.” Project Clean Plate,
which will happen next semester,
will be a six-week initiative in the
Great Hall to reduce food waste.
CSC also plans to host a speaker

from the faculty at Sewanee. The
lecture, planned for mid-November,
will be about the globalized
economy and the environment.
After a trial run last semester,
facilities has graciously allowed
CSC to continue having a recycle
bin in Mills. Additionally, CSC
hopes to expand its relationship
with local farms in the area.
The Campus Stewardship
Committee meets every Monday at
6:00 p.m. in Brock Hall 221. CSC
is discussion-based and would love
to hear your thoughts and ideas, or
you can just listen in. Email CSC
co-chair Conrad Meek at conrad.
meek@covenant.edu with questions
or for more information.

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for News, please contact News editor Emmett Gienapp at emmett.gienapp@covenant.edu.
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Unseen in a Photograph BY CHRISTINA SCHUMAN
“In a way, I’ve always been at
war with what the still photograph
did,” says artist Duane Michals.
This past week, while I was trying
to come up with content for this
article (it was spurred on by some
inarticulate feelings), my History
& Theory of Photography professor
mentioned an artist whose work
brilliantly articulates the thoughts
I have been having. Duane
Michals, a commercial and fine
art photographer, has created work
that, since its inception, focuses
on eliminating the limitations of a
single image. Photography’s main
constraint, according to Michals,
is that “it just reports the facts. It
describes.,”. One of his works that
has captivated me is a project in
which he handwrites in the border
around his images: “THERE
ARE THINGS HERE NOT SEEN
IN THIS PHOTOGRAPH.”. He
proceeds to name the goings-on

outside of the frame such as: “My
shirt was wet with perspiration,”
or, “A derelict was walking toward
me to ask for money.” By adding
text to his images, he works toward
presenting a fuller story than the
image alone can communicate.
Here, Michals appropriately
calls attention to the limitations of
photography and seeks to expand
what the medium can do. I have
spoken with many friends about
this, and they have agreed with
me that it is tempting to take
photographs at face value, and
assume what we are seeing has a
1 to 1 correspondence with reality.
The medium of photography,
though wonderful and beautiful,
is limited in that it does not–--or
rather cannot–-- communicate the
whole picture. There is danger in
assuming an image’s single story.
Having this knowledge is
essential when living in our image-

The
Laugh Track
Experience

saturated culture. Daily, even
hourly, we are bombarded (and
bombard ourselves) with images
from various websites and movies.
I often find myself believing the
single story certain images present,
which is the exact kind of response
I suggest we examine. It is easy
to look at pictures on Pinterest,
or in lifestyle magazines or blogs
and feel as though we are missing
out--as though those pictures
present a life we cannot attain.
To be sure, these photos and their
content are aesthetically pleasing,
beautifully composed, and delightful to look at. How do the images
look so perfect, so clean? Often,
though, they are crafted with a
particular aim in mind, and may
be very difficult to duplicate. They
are often touched up or arranged in
such a way that they appear better
than reality. Of course, this is the
aim of commercial photography,

What do you call a
hot dog with nothing in
it? A Hollow- weenie.
If you think THAT
joke was funny, you
should come to LAUGH
TRACK

Laugh Track’s first
show is Halloween
night, that’s October
31st, at 9:30pm. Come
wearing your best
halloween costume to
Sanderson 215.
Watch Jamison
Shimmel, Cacey
Williams, Adrienne
Siegenthaler, Matt

but I am speaking more of lifestyle
photography.
In additionAlso, we see images
of only certain realms of life. By
excluding one part of life and
including the beautiful others, it is
easy to believe the excluded part
simply doesn’t exist. For example,
after seeing photos of a friend’s
party on Facebook where everyone
is smiling and no one looks sweaty
or angry, we might assume that
everyone was smiling the whole
night and sweat and tension had
no part of it. This, of course, would
be impossible. Sweat is almost as
unavoidable as original sin.
As theologian James K. A.
Smith says, “We tend to evaluate
others and ourselves on the basis
of image.” My challenge to us all
(myself included) is to restrain the
impulse of comparing ourselves to
others on the basis of image, and to
examine our responses as we view

Lattner, Seth Mayberry,
Henry Overos, Stephen
Bankson, Megan Hulse,
and Rachel Krumenacker perform spooky,
kooky improv and laugh
your hat off.
The first 100 tickets
are on sale for $2.00 in
the Great Hall during
dinner hours until

photos. We must ask ourselves,
“Do I know the full story here? Is
this all there is? Could there be
more?” Dig a bit deeper beneath
the surface of the image, and learn,
if you can, the fuller story behind
it. When we do this, I believe we
have a more holistic experience
and appropriate response to the
image. This prevents us from
comparing our lives to the lives
of others, and it causes us to view
photos on Pinterest, Facebook, or
Instagram with less envy, perhaps,
or less of a striving for an unattainable ideal. The lifestyle or look that
certain images present is one that
doesn’t seem to show or account for
any fallenness or brokenness. So,
let’s write around the edges of our
photos and talk about the mundane
(un-sexy?) things going on behind
the lens.

Wednesday Oct. 29. The
rest will be available
outside of Sanderson
215 the night of the
show, but get there early
because tickets are
limited and you’ll want
to get the best seat in
the house. This year, the
glass double doors at
the top of the steps will

be the only entrance
into the theater.
Only come if you
want to have fun.
LAUGH TRACK we think we’re funny.
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Why Sing Hymns? BY HANNAH LORUSSO

Recently one of my friends
asked me why we don’t have
hymnals in the chapel. This
question saddened me greatly
because the fact is–we do. But
this begs the question, why didn’t
she know that? Clearly we haven’t
picked up the hymnals that line
the backs of our chairs in years
if we have come to a place where
we aren’t even sure if they exist.
Sure, we sing hymns occasionally
in chapel but we always have the
slides to project the words for us.
So why do we, Covenant College,
have hymnals if we have a projector? And why even sing the hymns
at all when we have so many other
types of worship songs?
I am in a minority at Covenant
who love hymns. I want to sing
hymns with organ, all verses in,
four part harmony. I know that not

all students enjoy hymns as much
as I do, and that’s fine because I
don’t enjoy singing contemporary
praise songs, but that is altogether
a different topic.
Hymns were originally created
to be accessible. They were for
corporate worship. Even if you
aren’t a mountain affair winner, you
can sing one of the four parts in a
hymn. I am sure many of us have
had the awkward experience of a
worship leader having a completely
different voice than we do, just
barely too high or too low, so after
stumbling and squeaking high
notes under our breath we give up
and just listen. Or when a worship
leader is singing a slightly embellished version of a song so you’re
never quite sure what to sing.
So how do hymns avoid these
problems? Well, they were specifi-

cally designed so that you can sing
them. There are four different parts
for four different ranges. If the
melody doesn’t fit your voice you
have three other parts from which
to choose. And with the hymnal
in your hand, all of the notes are
there in front of you so you see
what’s coming.
More important than any of
this though is the value of the text
in hymns. I know you may get
bored by singing five or six verses
of the same melody, but this is
done for a reason. By the second
or third verse you should basically
have the notes down and you
can focus on the text. Hymns are
packed full of doctrine. Holding
that hymnal gives us the ability to
see all of those verses and that’s
not something that we should give
up because a book is simply too

heavy to hold. While most contemporary praise songs have one
particular aspect of our beliefs that
you sing about (which isn’t necessarily a bad thing), hymns take you
through multiple aspects of God’s
characteristics. I firmly believe in
singing all verses because hymns
can speak important truths into
many different lives and situations
at one time because they cover
such a wide range of theological
truths. And in the trinity hymnal
alone there are over 700 hymns
full of beautiful text and musical
variety.
Something that has come to
my attention both at our chapels
and in churches is that hymns
that are sung without the hymnal
almost always skip certain verses
and it is generally the verse about
God’s wrath and might. Why is

this? Are we afraid of the fact that
our God is full of righteous anger?
We should rejoice in all aspects of
our savior’s complex and beautiful
character and proclaim doctrine
boldly through song without editing
out the pieces that might not be the
most comfortable.
So maybe next time we sing a
hymn in chapel or next time your
bulletin for church says you’ll be
singing verses 1, 3, and 5, you
should take the time to look at the
hymnal in the back of the chair
in front of you and see what those
other verses say. I think it’s safe
to say at least one line from that
hymn contains something you
really needed to hear about your
faith and your God.

Stubborn Fool - Brother Oliver Review BY NOAH ARSENAULT

It doesn’t take fame and
record-breaking sales to produce
good music, as Brother Oliver
has proven with their debut LP,
Stubborn Fool. Having only

recently arrived on the Americana
scene, the Christian duo Andrew
and Stephen Oliver have gained
a lot of attention on Noisetrade,
a professional website for music

promotion.
Hailing from
Michigan, Brother
Oliver stirs the
air with potent
themes through
their vocals and
instruments rooted
in countryside folk
music (acoustic guitar
and trumpet, for
example). Andrew’s
tenor, nearly fragile
voice pairs well
with his intentional
acoustic harmonies.
Sometimes mixing
in pointed brass,
minimal percussion,
or other textured
instruments, they
manage to give each
song its own voice. At
times, Andrew layers
his voice, illustrating
a dichotomy within himself: the
theme behind this album.
Stubborn Fool delves into
man’s conflict with sin nature.
According to Andrew, “The weasel

on the cover symbolizes the flesh,
the inclination in us all to hate and
fear.”
The album has three chapters,
each usually preceded by an
instrumental diorama. “A Change
of Scenery” opens the first of
these, which identifies the conflict
between human beings and their
sin nature. “Can You Feel the
Dissonance?” jumps right in to the
dichotomous theme, and involves
the listener by asking the uncomfortable title question. “Stubborn
Fool (Album Version)” takes a
personal turn, referencing resulting actions rather than internal
conflicts alone. It makes sense that
this track should take focus in the
album. “This old man’s a stubborn
fool...there’s a little bit of him in
me and me in him, I cannot hide
it.”
The second chapter, heralded
by “Headwater,” attempts to
reach the root of the problem, in
order to resist the flesh. “What
Will Be Will Be” begins as
supplication:“God please speak to
me. I’m having trouble listening,”

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Arts, please contact Arts editor Hannah Lutz at hannah.irwin@covenant.edu.

and finishes as an intriguing
altercation between reassurance
and self-pity. “Interlude” gives a
moment to reflect before continuing the story. In “This Creature
Inside Me,” he recognizes his sin
nature as a different entity.
The third chapter breaks with
the form and begins with “Hey Hey
Look Around.” This is because he
speaks directly to the audience
from here onward. “Old Soul” is
a moody instrumental piece that
fits in the midst. The finale has
become my favorite because of the
subject material. “Let That Old
River Run” is about grace. If you
learn anything from this album,
this song is the key. The whole
story leads to this conclusion,
and it is a delight. “Let go of what
you've done, and let that old river
run.”
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Rethinking Tickets

Did you know if you appeal a
ticket you have the right to argue
your innocence before the Appeals
Committee?
We didn’t.

Did you know the fine for
parking two tires over some grass
in your designated parking lot is
the same amount as if you drove up
on the lawn outside the Chapel, got
out, and went to class?
We didn’t.
Did you know S&S does not give
any warnings, for any offence, after
the first 3 days of Fall Semester?
We didn’t.

You are probably
painfully aware of
these high rates:
$200 for not having
a parking permit (per
day), $100 for parking
in a fire lane for any
length of time, $50 for
parking in the wrong
lot (per day). While
offenders have the
option to pay half price
within five days of issuance, it is our opinion,
and the overwhelming
opinion of others, that the rates
should be at least half the price to
begin with.
For most adults, $50 is a big
deal. Fifty dollars become an even
bigger deal when it’s demanded of
broke college kids. Having ridiculously high penalty rates does not
deter students from parking in the
wrong spot. Spending any amount
for no return does not sit well with
anyone, especially college stu-

Christian Circular Reasoning
In my New Testament class,
when the professor was about to
elaborate reasons for believing
that Jesus is God, a student,
seemingly surprised that this
needed elaboration, interjected,
“I know why I do.” Pausing, the
professor asked why, and the
student replied simply, “because
the Bible says so.”
In my experience, many
Christians are satisfied with this
answer. Not sharing this unquestioning faith, I envy them their
confidence, their ability to just
believe the Bible without having
doubts. It’s a wonderful thing.
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BY AUSTIN CANTRELL AND BRADLEY SEWELL
We write today to
start a conversation on
a Safety and Security
policy that needs to
be changed. Most
important to this article
are the unnecessarily
high rate of ticket fines
most of us have been
forced to pay.

Did you know the Safety and
Security (S&S) office refuses to
make public the rate or amount
of overturned tickets through the
appeals process?
We didn’t.
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But this is circular reasoning,
as logicians put it. It is to say
“the grass is green because the
grass is green,” which is highly
unsatisfactory to the questioner,
especially if he doesn’t believe
the grass is green. 1 Peter 3:15
calls us to be “ready always to
give answer to every man that
asketh you a reason concerning
the hope that is in you.” It’s
okay to believe Christ is Lord
because the Bible says so, but to
evangelize effectively, we must be
able to say more than that. Maybe
we could specify where the Bible
says it, or maybe by explaining

dents. Down the mountain at UTC,
the most expensive fee for any
ticket is $35. At Georgia Tech.,
the fine for an unregistered vehicle
is only $50 and failure to display
parking permit is $10. For a school
that cares so much for its students,
for a school that charges on average
$37,000 total for attendance, why
are our parking fees so high? Can
Covenant College really not afford
to give us a break on tickets?
We believe the Safety and
Security Office could re-brand
itself if it lead the push for lower
fees. Student (and especially
parent) perception of the S&S
Office would change from “Barney
Fife-esque” to one of a necessary
enforcer who endeavors to keep
Covenant safe and orderly. The
Safety and Security’s public
opinion would increase while our
community rallies behind them for
lower fees.
One of the employees of the S&S
office said to us, “You’re never
going to have a perfect system.”
While we agree that utopia will not
soon be reached atop Lookout, as
a community we need to do better.
Below are our suggestions humbly
submitted for your consideration:
1. Decrease fee rates.
2. Add gravel to Shadowlands
so grass growth does not limit

parking space.
3. Create levels of fees
depending on the level of offense.
4. Create a warning citation
for first-time offenders (for minor
violations).
5. Emphasise the right to
appear before the appeals committee.
So lets agree some changes need
to be made. May imperfection
be something we battle against,
personally and institutionally, as
we fight for fairness and justice.
While we understand and
accept that this article will not be
welcomed in the S&S office, we
enjoy praising benevolent and fair
institutions but will not remain
silent when fixable problems are
obvious. Further, we do not seek to
become enemies with our enforcers
as we find that neither wise nor
necessary. We have written, without
apology, our views and pray our
suggestions are given the overwhelming weight of public support.
We have attached our names to
this piece because we believe
students should not be afraid to
speak their mind. We also write to
encourage others who see injustice
on campus socially, institutionally,
theologically, etc. to speak up via
the blessing that is the Bagpipe.

BY ELENA FORMAN

how people’s reactions to the
empty tomb testify to it, or maybe
something else amazing you’ve
learned. The Bible itself exemplifies this in 1 Corinthians 15:1-8:
“Moreover, brethren, I declare
unto you the gospel ... By which
also ye are saved ... how that
Christ died for our sins according
to the scriptures; ... and that he
rose again the third day according
to the scriptures: And that he
was seen of Cephas, then of the
twelve: After that, he was seen
of above five hundred brethren
at once; of whom the greater part
remain unto this present... After

that, he was seen of James; then
of all the apostles. And last of all
he was seen of me also ...” These
were eyewitnesses, living people
that skeptics could talk to. Paul
didn’t ask people to take his word
for it; he provided evidence. So
should we.
Thank God that Old and New
Testament classes here are
mandatory; we can learn how to
give an answer for our faith and
call it homework. How simple!
But does giving this answer mean
we need to study the reasons
we learned in class for the rest
of our lives? No. Does it mean

we should take this material
seriously, and try to remember
something to base a case for
our belief on? Yes. If we can’t
remember any in 50 years, are we
failing in our duty to God? No.
All I am trying to say is that we
need to be ready to explain why
we believe in Jesus’ Resurrection
and redemption without resorting
to “because the Bible says so.”
Even if that is all we ourselves
need to know.
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Where are the Women?
Until it was pointed out to me,
I was completely oblivious to
Covenant’s lack of female chapel
speakers. You may have been too.
Out of the 24 chapel speakers
scheduled for this semester, only
two are women – Dr. Alicia Jackson
and Christiana Fitzpatrick. In the
past six years, only 23 of Covenant’s chapel speakers have been
female, and that number includes
an entire school year – ’09-’10 –
where not a single woman spoke in
chapel. (The archive of past years’
chapel schedules can be found on
Covenant’s website, in case you
want to double-check my statistics.
I’m not a math major.)
When put into numbers, the
gender imbalance is convicting. As
someone who purposefully tries to
be aware of gender inequalities, I’m
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disappointed with myself for never
noticing this before. I suppose I’ve
just unquestioningly swallowed the
inevitability of a male-dominated
pulpit, on principle with my
conservative beliefs regarding the
gender of pastors. However, that
thought alone proposes a deeper
problem with my ideology surrounding chapel.
Is our gender inequality problem
based on equating chapel with a
church service? Chaplain Lowe
has told me in past conversations
that chapel services are not church
services, nor are they meant to
replace them. Though both have
similar elements of worship,
church services have stricter
liturgical requirements laid out in
Scripture, whereas chapel services
are more free-structured, meant to

BY RACHEL KRUMENACKER
provide an opportunity to worship
in community. So any misgivings
about having a woman in the
pulpit should not apply to chapel.
If chapel were church, I have no
doubt Covenant would uphold our
institutional beliefs and only invite
male pastors to preach. However,
we as Christians do not commit any
doctrinal error by having women
speak in chapel.
I hope no one on this campus
believes outright that women
should not speak in chapel. Both
sexes can and do offer equally
insightful perspectives on Scripture
and spiritual life, whether in a
public speech or intimate oneon-one setting. To argue that one
gender is more innately equipped
to teach Christian topics would be
similar to arguing one gender is

better equipped to teach academic
topics. I think our education
department would fight you if you
said that to their faces.
I’m not going to pretend I know
all the underlying reasons why
there’s a 12:1 ratio of males to
females in our chapel talks; I only
want to call attention to the fact
this has been happening for at least
six years. I don’t believe Covenant
is going out of its way to exclude
women from chapel talks, but I
don’t believe we are making the
effort to consciously include women
either, at least to the degree we
should. Maybe in part, this is due
to the misconception that chapel is
like church, and therefore women
leading chapel is a scriptural taboo.
I’m not blaming anyone for this
phenomenon; as I said earlier,

I had no idea it was happening
either. None of us should read this
and assume Covenant is intentionally sexist. If anything, our sin is
apathy – we don’t trouble ourselves
to realize when inequalities like
this are happening. A big step to
fixing problematic behaviors is
simply becoming aware of them.
An equal amount of effort goes into
scheduling both male and female
speakers, so we can use that same
amount of effort to include both
genders equally. Many of our past
speakers have said they are deeply
honored by being asked to speak
at Covenant. Why don’t we extend
this honor to all qualified individuals equally, regardless of gender?

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Opinions, please contact Opinions editor Lynae Rockwell lynae.rockwell@covenant.edu.
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NBA Preview BY JAKE DELANEY

If you are a Covenant student
who loves NBA basketball, then
this is the article for you. If you
don’t know anything about the
NBA, then this is your chance to
learn enough to fake it! With the
season tipping earlier this week,
I sat down with resident NBA
junkies Colton McGriff and Scott
McKnight to pick their brains on
what to expect in the league this
year.

Which two teams
will make it out of
the stacked Western
Conference and get to
the Conference Finals?
Colton McGriff: The San
Antonio Spurs and the
Golden State Warriors with
the Warriors winning in 6
games. Just another blown
opportunity for Chris
Paul, “the best PG in the
league,” and the Clippers
this season.
Scott McKnight: Wow,
what a hater. I’m going
with Clippers-Thunder
here, but it’s really a
toss-up in the West. I’ll
keep betting the Spurs
won’t come through and
keep being amazed when
they prove me wrong.
Which of these free agent
acquisitions from the summer
will have the biggest impact:
Lance Stephenson to the
Hornets, Chandler Parsons
to the Mavericks, or Trevor
Ariza to the Rockets?
SM: Parsons; as far as an
impact across the league goes.
The Mavs are the biggest con-

tenders of the three with Parsons
helping spread the floor. I think
he’s a better fit and a bigger
upgrade than either of the other
two on their respective teams.
CM: Completely agree with
Parsons, but I am excited to
see how Lance Stephenson can
impact the Hornets as they have a
great shot at making the Eastern
Conference Finals along with the
Cavaliers.
Which young coach will
have a better record this
season, Derek Fisher or Jason
Kidd?
CM: Phil Jackson, I mean
Derek Fisher. I like the young
talent on the Bucks, but it’s hard
to go against Carmelo even after
last year’s commode of a season.
SM: What do you want from
me? The Bucks could win 25
games this year and I’d name
Kidd Coach of the Year and plan
his parade. After all, they’re starting a 19 year old who literally ran
to a game in downtown Milwaukee
last year because he didn’t have
money for a cab. But I’m not
hopping on that train after Kidd’s
performance last year. It’s Old
Man Fisherman for me too. He’s

just clutch. Snag him off the 2K
waiver wire if he’s out there.
What matchup are you most
looking forward to watching
during the regular season?
SM: Cavs-Heat and Cavs-Bulls
are the easy answers here, for
me. I’m also looking forward to
watching Roy Hibbert vs. the
haters #shakeitoff.
CM: Cavs-Hornets, nothing
better than watching Lance
Stephenson blow in Lebron’s ear.
Also any NBA team vs. the Lakers defense. Possibly the worst
defense ever assembled in the
NBA. How many players will have
their career high in points against
the Lakers? I say over/under at
21.5 with Stephen Curry leading
the way with a 67 point game.
Which will last longer,
Lebron’s hairline or Dwyane
Wade’s knees?
CM: LOL
SM: Is the Dodo bird an option
here? I’ll take him.

Bolder—Derrick Rose will win
the MVP.
Boldest—The Spurs won’t make
the Conference Finals.
CM: Bold—Derrick Rose plays
25 games.
Bolder—Houston Rockets don’t
make the Playoffs.
Boldest—Warriors over Hornets
in 7 games for the NBA Finals.
Great to have you guys here
today. Last question: Do you
have any words of encouragement for those loyal Pacers
fans out there?
SM: Hakuna matata, guys. It’s
the NBA; losing makes you better
(not i.e. Greg Oden, Sam Bowie,
Kwame Brown). Just sit back and
enjoy getting to watch Andrew
Luck. Or if you’re into tourism, go
smell Gary, Indiana.
CM: It simply comes down
to perspective here, it could be
much much worse. At least you’re
not a Grizzlies fan. #blessed

Give me your three bold
predictions for this season.
SM: Bold—The Pelicans will
finish 7th in the West.

Upcoming Scots Sports
Mountaintop Madness is on
Friday, October 31 at 8:30 PM!
Celebrate the start of the season
with the Men’s and Women’s
Basketball teams! Come dressed
in your Halloween costume for a
chance to win prizes, contests, and
giveaways.
The Covenant Men’s Soccer will
be hosting a first round playoff
game at Scotland Yard on Saturday,
November 1 at 2:30 PM! Come
out and support your Scots as they
move into postseason play!
The Women’s Soccer team will
compete in a playoff game on
Saturday as well. The women play
on the road at a location that is

to be determined. Make sure
to follow @covenantscots on
Twitter for updates on the team!
Covenant’s Men’s and
Women’s Cross Country teams
will try to defend their conference title this weekend in the
USA South Championship!
The 2014 USA South Men's
and Women's Cross Country
Championships will take place
on Saturday, November 1 at
Hagan Stone Park in Greensboro, North Carolina. The
men's 8,000 meter race will
take place at 11:00am followed
by the women's 6,000 meter
race at 12:00pm.

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Sports, please contact Sports editor Grace Hooper at grace.hooper@covenant.edu.

